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n Am I thinking/talking/delegating more than 
doing because I find the bench work

 l Physically taxing, preventing me from  
 getting believable and satisfying results,  
 irrespective of the outcome

 l Boring: Even though I can execute   
 experiments well, I don’t care about   
 the answer because I don’t find them   
 (or the question) very interesting

 l Difficult to do, given the available   
 resources

n How can I show progress for all the thinking/
talking/delegating that I am doing? 

The Interpreter/Communicator. You would 
rather teach, opine, or translate someone else’s 
work than do research yourself. Ask yourself the 
same questions the Ponderer asked. And also 
ask:
n Do I have a preferred audience? Other life 

scientists? Other scientists? Adults, young 
and/or old? Kids?

n Do I have a preferred medium (oral, written, 
visual, or some combination)?

n Do I get and take the opportunities to discuss 
my work at regular meetings (e.g., with the 
PI and/or at lab meetings)?

n Do I take opportunities to present my work 
at conferences?

n Can I effectively communicate my work to 
people outside my field?

n What aspect of communicating my work do I 
find satisfying? Challenging? Off-putting?

Questions for all. Readers of all types should 
answer these questions:
n Do I prefer working alone, with others, or a 

mix?
n Do I participate in peer learning, where 

nonexperts collectively educate themselves 
about a topic, e.g., finding ways to visualize 
data or write new code or helping each other 
with presentations or proposals? 

n Do I care more about the big picture issues 
than the experimental details?

n What resources should I be tapping to help 
me overcome my weaknesses?

n Might I be suited better for work that 
rebalances my time, i.e., a profession that 
allows me to spend fewer long hours in 
isolation and gives me some free time at night 
and on weekends?

n What resources should I be tapping to help 
me develop my strengths?

n What resource (written or human) 
might I turn to help me get beyond this 
frustration, to solve the problem so that I 
can move on? 

The Explorer. You do the type of studies 
in which you learn about a biological/
pathological system by comparing two or 
more conditions in an unbiased way, perhaps 
by knocking out a gene and assaying for 
newly made proteins or mRNAs in the same 
cells under different conditions. Now ask 
yourself the following questions: 
n Have I detected differences between the 

experimental and control groups yet? 
If not, do I have a predefined stopping 
point? 

n Am I able to independently replicate the 
experiment and the results? 

n During the conduct of these studies, 
have I been learning about the tools I 
am using, to understand the strengths 
and limitations of the assay systems 
themselves? 

n Would I like to have assay systems that 
worked better? 

n What resource (written or human) might 
I turn to for help in learning about the 
limits of the assay systems? 

The Inventor. You see problems/limitations 
imposed by current tools and aim to build 
better tools, such as new software that can 
make existing databases more interoperable 
or an antibody that gives a stronger, cleaner 
result. Or you see a new use for old tools, 
like the current pioneers of synthetic biology. 
Ask yourself the following questions: 
n Can I carry my plan to completion in my 

current setting or would I be better served 
by doing it elsewhere?

n Have I identified all the possible 
beneficiaries of my new development and 
am I making sure that I inform them of 
the new assay/device/application?

n What more must I do before I see if 
someone else can use the assay/device/
application?

The Ponderer. You would rather think, 
and maybe talk, and maybe delegate and/or 
write, than do the work itself. Your analytical 
strengths and opinions outweigh your efforts 
at the bench. Ask yourself the following 
questions:

[T]his self-
assessment 
is meant as a 
brainstorming 
activity to help 
you articulate 
your own 
professional 
story.




